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 for support ] !universe | RongSal RongSal: The packages in Ubuntu are divided into several sections. More information at - See
for the recommended way to set up your repositories. ubottu: ok. thanx. RongSal: I am only a bot, please don't think I'm

intelligent :) PhosGero, ok. right click on the unity launcher, go to your accounts and see if you find a "login" option there. I
know. there is no login option. PhosGero, then go to system settings, then click on the date and time applet, and see if you can
change the time zone there. the system settings are the problem. PhosGero, then do you have time and date settings at all yes,

there is a time and date settings on the system settings. PhosGero: you can run these commands while you're logged in to another
account or another tty, to make it easier to get error messages. this is also how you make a fresh new account, so you can test

which is a "normal" (if that's the right term) behavior. see whether you have a time and date settings. system settings. PhosGero,
ok. try this then: sudo dpkg-reconfigure tzdata PhosGero, let's do it the simple way, i.e. double check the time settings. and then
we go to the time and date applet but the system settings do not want to work. RongSal: you could run this: sudo apt-get install

pastebinit; sudo apt-get update | pastebinit ok, lets do it the simple way. 82157476af
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